The Medieval Alexander

Many books were written in the Middle Ages about Alexander the Great and still more books
have been written about those books in the last hundred years. In this classic study of the
medieval Alexander, first published in 1956, George Cary approached the problem from an
altogether different angle, using material which none of his predecessors had exploited. He
asked himself the simple question: What did people really think about Alexander in the Middle
Ages? The resultant answers proved various and unexpected, changing from age to age and
from group to group. Published posthumously, Carys study was edited by D. J. A. Ross, who
corrected certain details, added some footnotes and included an additional section on the
Histoire ancienne jusqua Cesar. To this were also added a number of illustrative plates and an
appendix on the origins of the Greek Alexander Romance.
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and the legendary texts written about Alexander in Western Europe up to the end tions of
Alexander current in medieval writings-in fact, an essay in the history. Title, The Medieval
Alexander. Author, George Cary. Publisher, Cambridge University Press, Original from, the
University of California. Digitized, Feb 6 . The Medieval Alexander has 3 ratings and 1
review. Many books were written in the Middle Ages about Alexander the Great and still more
books have been wr. The Romance of Alexander is a collection of legends concerning the
exploits of Alexander the . In medieval England the Alexander Romance experienced a
remarkable popularity. It is even referred to in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, where .
(G.) Cary. The Medieval Alexander. Ed. D. J. A. Ross. Cambridge: University Press, Pp. xvi +
, with 9 plates and 5 text figures. 52s. 6d. The Medieval Alexander by GEORGE CARY,
EDITED BY D. J. A ROSS and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books
available now at.
Get this from a library! The medieval Alexander.. [George Cary]. bibliographies of Alexander
the Great english and french literature by Emily Rebekah Huber. Alexander the Great in the
Literature of Medieval Britain. The Alexander Romance, an entertaining story about various
episodes (real and imaginary) in the life of Alexander the Great, was extremely popular in
medieval.
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